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the healing power of planetary
Welcome to KAZU's weekly news roundup for 5/7/21. Here you'll find the
top local stories of the week and a few national stories from NPR.
hopes for the yellow tier. the healing powers of fungi. visualizing sea
level rise.
One of the best things about summer in Michigan is our state's natural
beauty. However, outdoor recreation isn't as accessible as it should be for
all Metro Detroiters, especially for BIPOC
this group is helping black families in metro detroit experience the
healing power of nature
What If We All Used Our Skills To Heal Our Ecosystems?” Cara Delevingne
On Her New Planet-Saving Grassroots Initiative. In an exclusive letter for
Vogue to mark Earth Day (22

WE know our star sign can tell us who we should be dating, what job to do
and even where to sink the ink, but did you know it can also advise us on
what jewellery to buy? Each sign of the zodiac
what is my birthstone according to the zodiac?
There are various interpretations and astrologers are burning both ends of
the candle to tell us where we erred or if we actually did or whether things
were simply beyond our control.
what the stars have in store for us: astrologers tell all
Grimes didn’t seem bothered by the criticism but noted that she sometimes
tries ’to correct the misconceptions.’
grimes defends elon musk against allegations he’s destroying ‘the
planet and humanity’
Let the stars help you gently wind down and lull you to peaceful slumber
with these relaxing zodiac-based bedtime routines.

“what if we all used our skills to heal our ecosystems?” cara
delevingne on her new planet-saving grassroots initiative
The psychedelic movement has been making much necessary noise. People
have the right to choose how they treat, care for,… Read More

the best bedtime routine for you, according to your zodiac sign
In the context of the current pandemic crisis (Covid 19) that has gripped the
world, here are 5 of the worst pandemics and epidemics, dating from
prehistoric to modern times.

cosmic sister zoe helene: psychedelic feminism, healing, and
educational advocacy
UNREAD MESSAGES ARTWORK_JPGs_UM_SINCH TRANS KV 9_16[1]
Unread Messages harnesses power of conversations In Partnership with
Journalist and Advocate Gretchen Carlson and Powered by Sinch
technology,

black death to covid-19: a look at the history of pandemics that
ravaged the planet
Ever wonder what you’re putting on your skin and down the drain? These
top natural body washes are good for your complexion and the planet.

unread messages, the world’s first chat documentary, harnesses the
power of conversations to reunite america
In astrology, the new moon signals a fresh start and the beginning of a new
lunar cycle. There are a total of 12 new moons in 2021, and each affects us
in its own unique way. The new moon in Taurus of
the new moon in taurus prioritizes radical self care—here’s how your
sign can make the most of it
Beginning with Mother’s Day on Sunday, then moving through the fertile
and auspicious new moon in Taurus on Tuesday, and then into Jupiter in
Pisces on Thursday, the week ahead is one of the year’s
astrologically, the week ahead is one of the year’s most anticipated
This narrative has uncanny resonance and meaning in the world seized by
global pandemic. The world that was, has been forced into a transformation
through what is best described as a rite of passage.
shavuot: lessons learned from the book of ruth
More fundamentally, it is worrying if the prime minister believes God
somehow speaks to him directly
scott morrison’s partisan interpretation of biblical passages is
disturbing for democracy
The upcoming full moon in Scorpio of 2021 is also a supermoon, bringing
transformation and pushing us to prioritize protecting a sense of self-love
and self-worth. A full moon occurs when the moon is

get clean in every way with the best natural body washes
COLUMBUS—Local residents and church leaders gathered Thursday
afternoon to participate in the National Day of Prayer.
national day of prayer
SGB Executive caught up with its vice president of marketing, TJ
McMeniman, on the brand’s partnerships geared toward preservation,
ongoing conservation initiatives and new styles of shades hitting
costa sunglasses tj mcmeniman on conservation, the power of
partnerships and product
Returnal takes a lot of elements from a number of well-known properties
across media. Its lore, Geiger-esque horror style, and low-fi aesthetic are
very reminiscent of Alien. Its general atmosphere of
returnal review – marque of excellence
After a year of stress, Juliana Piskorz finds out how the teachings of a Taoist
master can help us as we readjust to normal life
how to master the art of moderation after lockdown according to a
taoist master
THE growth being experienced by cathedrals and other places where choral
evensong is offered is part of a much wider pattern of changing religious
activity in Europe. As the cultural influence of the
in praise of evensong — more than an act of personal devotion
President Russell M. Nelson and other Latter-day Saint leaders tweeted
messages about the importance of communicating with God through prayer.

the full moon in scorpio is a supermoon inviting you to embrace
change—here’s what your sign can expect
If you're yet to turn 30, you may still have a potential pre-30 freak out in
your late 20s all to look forward to. You lucky thing. We all know,
objectively that 30 is not "old". It's young AF and you

‘our prayers are heard’: president nelson, other latter-day saint
leaders share messages on national day of prayer
My nickname “Sea Princess” stems from my immense love of the ocean and
all the creatures in it. I formed a deep connection with the ocean over
countless years of being a beach lover, but staying

the saturn return is the astrological reason you have a crisis in your
late 20s

gifts from the ocean
In 2021, the National Day of Prayer's theme for 2021 is, "Lord Pour Out
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Your Love, Life, and Liberty," based on Several unique events are planned
including a "prayer and fellowship for veterans, with
national day of prayer in orange county: love, life & liberty
National Day of Prayer events are planned for Thursday outside the Los
Angeles County Arboretum in Arcadia and in front of the Burbank and
Paramount city halls. What organizers describe as “prayer and
national day of prayer events planned around southland
From 007's return to Dwayne Johnson's theme park ride-inspired actioncomedy and a pair of musicals, here's the latest dates to put in your diary.
f9, dune, top gun 2: when will we finally see all the covid-delayed
blockbusters?
In 2021, the National Day of Prayer's theme for 2021 is, "Lord Pour Out
Your Love, Life, and Liberty," based on Several unique events are planned
including a "prayer and fellowship for veterans, with
national day of prayer in los angeles: love, life & liberty
We should agree to let nature do its job on Earth Day, says Jim Crumley,
and reintroduced wolves would be one way to cut the deer population
jim crumley: deer population to be halved? let’s reintroduce wolves
and let nature do the job
Throughout our history, Americans of many religions and belief systems
have turned to prayer for strength, hope, and guidance. Prayer has
a proclamation on national day of prayer
By comparison, former President Donald Trump mentioned the word "God"
10 times in his 2020 proclamation, and several times in previous ones
biden declares national day of prayer, omits any reference to ‘god’ in
lengthy proclamation
Lash Fary, Founder of Distinctive Assets, has provided a yearly Nominee
Gift Bags delivered to Oscar® nominees in the Best Actor, Best Actress,
Best Supporting Actor, Best Supporting Actress and Best
take a peak inside the “everyone wins” oscar® nominee gift bags
First Nations Stories Then and Now edited by award-winning author Ellen
van Neerven, a new young adult sci-fi for fans of Black Mirror from Joan He,
and a handful of crime thrillers. Strap in. The
litty committee: 14 new books to get stuck into this month instead of
cleaning your floordrobe
Initially, when I returned to India after walking out of my marriage, my
family was not particularly supportive. Eventually, as they saw I was
determined to fulfil my vision of healing, they lent

W hen Ali Zaidi graduated from General McLane High School in 2004, he
aspired to go to med school after his undergraduate studies at Harvard
College. "Someone else is living that
from general mclane to the white house
If you want to see something exist, the best thing to do is to build it
yourself,” the actor and director tells host Tonya Mosley.
'the water man': actor david oyelowo's passion for storytelling shines
in directing debut
You can't touch them, they sell for millions, and nobody truly understands
how they work. But what exactly are NFTs?
meme or masterpiece? inside the art world’s ludicrous nft gold rush
The Shift Network (TSN), a global leader in transformational media,
announces the launch of the first-ever Shift Your World Film Festival:
Calling the Future Into Focus. Premiering May 6-9, the
the shift network launches the shift your world film festival, may 6-9,
2021 & announces feature film lineup focused on transformational
films
As part of its second annual National Day of Prayer online event, Pray.com
is excited to announce new participants to its line-up. Speakers such as
Facebook executive Nona Jones, TONY and GRAMMY-Award
lecrae, heather headley, nona jones join pray.com national day of
prayer online may 6
The flaws and dire consequences of India’s Green Revolution should have
warned policymakers of the likely disappointing results of GR in Africa.
another false start: the green revolution myths that africa bought
GWANGJU ― The coronavirus pandemic has changed so much of people's
lives and the ways things are done. The Gwangju Biennale is no exception.
The Biennale, one of the largest art events in Asia, has
gwangju biennale explores wide spectrum of art touching the
communal mind
Rupa Marya discusses land rematriation, a new Indigenous-led farm, and
the long-term effects of colonization on food and medicine in vulnerable
communities.
this doctor is working to build resilience and land justice for
communities of color
Laboratory experiments reproducing earthquake slip in non cohesive fault
rocks under fluid pressurised conditions are challenging. Thanks to these
experiments, the authors show that earthquake slip

mother's day 2021: inspiring journey of seven mompreneurs, and the
challenges they faced
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